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DEEMOCRACY

Morning. Election Day 2020.
On a lone screen in an online video room, a sharply dressed television Reporter pinches small bites
from a protein bar and casually leads a virtual production meeting.
REPORTER:

So, who’s the mark? (listens) But we picked them—we cast the person, right? (worried)
That doesn’t—you heard Roger. We have to choose. This is television. What if we end
up with someone ugly or slow—can we say slow? That’s not a thing, right? (glances at a
list) Let’s go with “digital election,” and I still want a better studio name if—
(interrupted by a phone) That’s Roger. Roger’s calling—calling. That’s just great.
Calling! He’s calling. I’m back in five—and get me more on the mark!

(The Reporter leaves the digital room.)
(Two new screens fill the space. On the first, Dee, casually dressed and sitting a little too
close to the camera, is in the middle of a conversation with Dr. Simmons, the Therapist on the
second screen, working out of a home office.)
DEE:

I’m not scared. I’m just afraid—so much can go wrong. I—I don’t want to choose.

THERAPIST:

It’s okay to be afraid, Dee. But are you talking about work or your family or asking Ray
out again?

DEE:

Yes, yes. All of it—oh, I showered today. That’s good, right?—a choice! But the other
stuff—I could get it wrong, so—

THERAPIST:

But who decides what’s wrong? Think of your small choices—practice small choices.

DEE:

If the fridge has bologna and turkey in it, I just skip lunch.

THERAPIST:

Okay. Okay. But which one tastes better? Pick that one. (pause) And well done on the
showering.

DEE:

But what if my roommate hates turkey? That’s it—my roommate is the problem.

THERAPIST:

But do you do that with Ray, and your mother, and your boss?

DEE:

(confused) I shower alone. See, in my head everyone likes bologna except when I want
turkey. I’m not alone in my brain.
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(The Therapist unexpectedly drops out of the online room. Dee leans forward, inspecting the
screen. Dee’s camera shuts off.)
DEE:

Hello?
(Dee drops out of the digital room.)
(The Reporter returns to the production meeting.)

REPORTER:

(upset) Roger’s not—Roger is—look, if this goes bad for me, all of you are also—just
make sure there’s makeup on the body before you wake it. And I got your text—so
you’re watching? Okay, that’s good. Type it up and give me the pressure points. And if
makeup doesn’t work, see if we can blur the screen and use a voiceover?—but only if
they’re ugly or slow or too cornfield. Sound check in two hours. See you then.

(The Reporter exits.)
(Dee and the Therapist have both returned to their conversation.)
THERAPIST:

That’s good. The camera shut off, but you chose—made a small choice. You returned
and I’m back. That’s it. Practice each step. Acknowledge the moment. Make a Safe
Choice. Acknowledge and practice—small choices. What’s today look like for you?

DEE:

Well, I could shower again. And apples! At the store—my roommate hates apples. I buy
apples and also oranges in case it’s annoying that I bought apples for only me, so apples
are good—but if there’s someone in the aisle when I am buying, I don’t want them to
want my apples, which are like bologna for me, you know. I want them to—no, I want
me to be invisible—an invisibility cloak!

THERAPIST:

Okay. Okay. Wrap them in an invisibility coat—that’s good.

DEE:

Cloak. It’s a cloak. You said, “Coat.” Cloak—it wraps around me. It’s a cloak. Oh, and
voting! I showered. Then apples. Then vote.

THERAPIST:

Good. Okay. Good. Voting is a good, private choice—a safe choice. Good. A perfect
practice for Election Day. See, everything is going smoothly, and you have—

(The Therapist unexpectedly exits.)
DEE:

Hello? Dr. Simmons? Can you still hear me? I have an online appointment late, late
tonight, but I don’t know if—
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(Something crashes inside Dee’s apartment. Dee’s screen goes black.)
(cont.) —Hello?

DEE:

(In the darkness, the quick thunk of a dart that strikes Dee’s neck. Dee gasps.)
Later that evening.
An Election Day broadcast. Two screens: the first is dimly lit on Dee who is slumped over, mostly
asleep. A clunky leather collar is wrapped around Dee’s neck. On another screen, the Reporter faces
the camera. News music launches the broadcast.
REPORTER:

Good evening, I’m Kelly Forester, this is your live Election Day report. What an honor
to elect another privileged President of—pardon me, an honor and privilege to elect
another President. Record voters have turned out for this digital election. It has come to
this: the last e-precinct is about to close, and the vote count is building. We have gained
exclusive access to the final voter in the last open precinct. Let’s go live to our voting
studio. Good Evening, voter!

(A bright light awakens Dee.)
DEE:

It’s so bright. Dr. Simmons? Hello? Is our appointment still—

REPORTER:

Your appointment is now—live from Last Vote Studio. How thrilling! How do you feel?

DEE:

Is this therapy?

REPORTER:

No, this is television.

DEE:

What’s on my neck?

REPORTER:

The attention of the world, Dee! Live broadcasting across the interwaves—you have the
distinction of being the last appointment in the nation’s last e-precinct. How do you feel,
Dee? (quick pause) You’re very excited!

DEE:

Is this legal? You can’t film me without—

REPORTER:

Dee, dear Dee. It’s legal, I assure you. We have lawyers.
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DEE:

I was in therapy, and then—how did I get here?

REPORTER:

That is exactly right, Dee! America, how did we get here?

DEE:

I remember I showered and then—and now this thing is on my neck, and—(taps the
screen) How do I shut this off?

REPORTER:

Oh, dear Dee, this is America, the camera doesn’t shut off. Your collar is perfectly
normal—clerics wear collars as a sign of their holy calling.

DEE:

I don’t feel safe.

REPORTER:

Dee, focus on what matters: democracy, which gives power to the people, and as long as
we tell you that a majority of people want to watch you, well, here we are: witness to
your holy calling.

DEE:

Why me?

REPORTER:

(to audience) “Why” indeed. This pandemic flipped the world upside down, demanding
safe access and e-precincts. In this good country, all political parties are committed to
appearing committed to full access for all Americans, especially the wealthy. So this
way-too-randomly-selected American will demonstrate the sacred duty established by
our founding fathers—good, strong, somewhat agnostic, Christian men committed to all
people just like them—and they were a beautifully diverse group in the musical
Hamilton.

DEE:

Why am I here?

REPORTER:

One word: destiny and ratings. D for destiny. Or Democracy. Democracy Dee.

DEE:

I don’t want to do this.

REPORTER:

(feigning laughter) You are not alone, Dee! We’ll be right back after this break. Back for
more of Dee-mocracy!

(News music leads into a commercial break. The Reporter begins a commercial routine: makeup
and occasional facial and vocal exercises. On a new screen, the Election Official enters wearing
a flimsy mask and coughing.)
ELECTION OFFICIAL:

Excuse me. We can’t have commercials.
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REPORTER:

(no longer performing) “Dee-mocracy.”—you hear that? That’s clever. I did that.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

This is America—we have fair elections without commercials!

(The Reporter snorts a line from a mirrored tray.)
REPORTER:

Boom! We don’t need a fair election; we need the appearance of a fair election.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

(still coughing) Please remind people that your sponsors are not affiliated with the
election. We have to be so careful. The people will believe the election isn’t fair!

REPORTER:

(grinning) Only half of them. (pause) But a scandal could be good.

DEE:

Can I go home now?

REPORTER:

Dee, it’s a contract year—sit tight.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

Your network agreed to the guidelines. (coughing) We all chose the rules, and—

REPORTER:

(to someone offscreen) Dump the official’s feed already—

DEE:

I didn’t choose this.
(The Election Official is dropped from the room.)

REPORTER:

—that cough is gross. Go suck on a Vitamin C! Dee, every little choice matters. My
numbers dipped in two consecutive sweeps, so here we are. I will not end up in radio—

DEE:

I don’t want to be where we are.

REPORTER:

—or podcasts: gross.

(The Reporter lifts a mirror to check their teeth.)
DEE:

Practice safe choices. Practice small, safe—this is a long commercial!

REPORTER:

America is a commercial.

DEE:

What does that mean?

REPORTER:

It’s profound—it doesn’t have to mean anything.

DEE:

Acknowledge. I have trouble with sandwiches.
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REPORTER:

Can we check the idiots neck IV before we’re back?

DEE:

I don’t—

REPORTER:

Do.

DEE:

What?

REPORTER:

“Do.” I said, “Do.” You “do,” and you will. There is no “I don’t.” Are we clear?

DEE:

I was supposed to buy apples. I really should go home.

REPORTER:

Dee, “home is where the digital heart is.” (scrolling on a cell phone) FYI, we tagged you
on the live feed. You now have twenty-thousand followers.

DEE:

I’m not on Twitter. Too many choices, and—

REPORTER:

—You just tweeted, “I am honored.”

DEE:

I didn’t.

REPORTER:

Your publicist. We have the same publicist, Raul. He’s great, you’ll love him—
(interrupted offscreen) How long? Okay, one minute. (reads cell phone) #blessed. That’s
a nice touch. Twitter is calling you #DeeDecide, or Dee-Side, but oh, Dee-side with an
S—oh that’s clever. It’s a meme now. You’re a meme, Dee. Dee-side—it’s a reference
to your bad side—of your face. Relax, everyone has one—I had mine fixed.

DEE:

I’d rather not—which side is my bad side?

REPORTER:

Dee-side 2020. Hahaha. They added a cat. It’s that left side, where your face goes all
bleh. (back at the phone) Wait, someone flipped the image, or that’s the—I don’t know
which side. (looks at Dee) Hard to say. And #votecollar is trending on Insta. A
Karadashian just wore a #diamondvotecollar in a TikTok.

DEE:

Practice small—I’m leaving.

REPORTER:

(serious and looking offscreen) I need a 30. Run an extra spot. (leans into the camera)
Dee, imagine that the lovely collar on your insignificant neck has a wireless relay linked
to—do you feel a small pulsing, a gentle hum just behind you? That’s the 440 volt laserinfused reaper system, designed by one of capitalism’s greatest ironies: genius, liberal
Ivy League professors happy to hate the dollars they take.
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(Dee, afraid, tries to turn around but can’t.)
REPORTER:

(cont.) That collar is capable of so many things, including slicing through your neck so
clean and hot that it’ll divide your head from your body like, well, like America. Dee,
Dear Dee, it’ll slice so clean nobody will notice unless they look in your dead eyes and
reach out to tap your empty head, which will then roll down some patriotic hillside.
Sweetheart, it’s a contract year.

DEE:

(after a pause) I don’t—

REPORTER:

“Do.” You “do.” “Do.” Or—laser time. Dee, “Do.” (sing songy) Do, Dee, Do, Dee, Do.
(responds to someone offscreen) Got it. Five seconds to live.

(The Reporter returns to television mode, smiling at the screen for several seconds before the
news music resumes the broadcast.)
REPORTER:

(cont.) Welcome back, and thank you to our sponsor Disney, still celebrating the
opening of Disneyland Moscow. The final numbers from two-thirds of the e-precincts
are in, and it could all come down to this last open precinct. We’ll keep you updated in
this Election Day exclusive. Dee, you’re about to make a big choice, but first, you’ll
meet both candidates, and we’re going to watch.

DEE:

My therapist says practice small choices. So, zero people watching seems better than—

REPORTER:

Three hundred and thirty million #Americans. Dee, to avoid bias toward a particular
name, I’m told the candidates will be addressed by pseudonyms to protect their identity.

DEE:

What? Why?

REPORTER:

Why indeed! The first candidate will be called Candidate 1. And to help you focus on
the issues, we will use our vocal disguise system.

DEE:

I’d rather know the name—actually, I already know his name.

REPORTER:

His? How very sexist! Dee, what if he’s a she?

DEE:

I’m sorry. I don’t—

REPORTER:

You’ll have five minutes with Candidate 1. America, we give you, Candidate 1. Dee,
remember—laser focus!
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(The Reporter’s screen exits as canned applause ushers in a new screen with Candidate 1,
smooth, smiley, and calm.)
DEE:

Do. Do. I know. Okay.

CANDIDATE 1:

Dee, I can be whatever you need. (laughs) We can cuddle up, and you can call me Sally
or Sebastian—whatever floats your whistle. I want you to be happy, Dee—like the word
Boulevard. That’s my happy word: Boulevard—my centering word. When I get twitchy:
Boulevard. You can use it. It feels good. Say it with me: Boulevard.

(On a third screen, the Election Official returns, coughing and mask down on their chin.)
Hello, Mr.—Candidate 1. It’s an honor, sir—or ma’am—or so on. I’m the e-precinct
343 election official. I’m sorry, but we need to ask you not to use any proper names.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

CANDIDATE 1:

I didn’t say my name. I intentionally already forgot it. Wait, I can’t say Dee?

ELECTION OFFICIAL:
CANDIDATE 1:

Sebastian? That’s not my name. Boulevard—so nice.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:
DEE:

No, Dee is fine. You said another name.

The problem is Dee now has two names that you aren’t, which narrows who you are.

I know who they are.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

Oh no. This is problematic. (coughing) Elections rely on us voting for people we
don’t really know—it’s how we maintain credibility. To Dee, you are now one less name
possibility (coughing) and more likely to be a Carl, Farah, or Bradley—any old name.

DEE:

Or Dee.

CANDIDATE 1:

The CDC says you coughers should stand six feet away from yourself.

(Coughing, the Election Official exits the digital room.)
CANDIDATE 1:

(cont.) Or maybe get a shield screen thingy or whatever. Where’d cougher go?

DEE:

I can’t see you on my screen.

CANDIDATE 1:

I can see you, and I’d like to see Dee vote for me Candidate three—one. I’m actually
Candidate 1, but the rhyme was compelling. What rhymes with Boulevard? Dee, I’m
like you—just like you. We come from—oh, Boulevard—screen guard! Boulevard!
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(Candidate 1 pauses for Dee to respond. Dee, baffled, doesn’t respond.)
CANDIDATE 1:

(cont.) Dee, we come from the same place and represent the same things. We have the
same interests and ideas. You and I are a team, a family, a pack of wolves, a gaggle of
sheep.

DEE:

You don’t know where I’m from, do you?

CANDIDATE 1:

I’m right here with you.

DEE:

I don’t want to be here.

CANDIDATE 1:

Exactly—America needs to go forward. We need to be somewhere else. This is no place
for either one of us, Dee.

DEE:

What do you mean?

CANDIDATE 1:

Dee, I’m progressive, so I mean whatever you want me to mean. Somewhere else could
be right here or nowhere or that magical other place where you stroll down the boulevard
of dreams that are born and fly like—like, like those gaggle sheep or some impossible
horned penguins.

DEE:

But I have real concerns about our country.
(The Election Official returns and rings a bell.)

ELECTION OFFICIAL:
CANDIDATE 1:

Time’s Up!

My time’s up, Dee.

(The Election Official exits.)
DEE:

(sarcastic) I feel like we were really going someplace.

CANDIDATE 1:

I can take America to that place. I’m a good old boy—person, like you, Dee. And I’m
concerned about all the things, especially those horned penguins, which scared me when
I said that, but I promise, on my watch, they will not appear in America, but if they do,
they will have healthcare. (leans into the camera) Remember, even when I’m not here,
I’m right here with you. This isn’t the only camera in the sky. God bless Ameri—

(Candidate 1 exits, dropped from the digital room, as the Reporter returns.)
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REPORTER:

Thank you, Candidate 1. Dee, how do you feel? Any feedback for America?

DEE:

No.

REPORTER:

(to audience) Okay. Dee’s furrowed brow shows deep thought just above those uneven
eyes. Dee, the updated numbers show that it’s all coming down to the last few eprecincts in two different states, yours and one of those big empty ones in the middle.
Now to our incumbent, Candidate 2.

(The Reporter exits. The Election Official returns, still coughing.)
Pardon me, we are going to have to strike that from Dee’s memory. We can’t have
Dee aware that Candidate 2 is our incumbent.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

(The lights in Dee’s room flick on and off.)
ELECTION OFFICIAL:

(cont.) Dee, do you remember?

I’m not sure what—

DEE:

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

Excellent.

(The Election Official exits as Candidate 2 appears clutching books and tapping the screen.)
CANDIDATE 2:

I can’t see myself in the screen! Why can’t I see myself? I’m a Vampire! I want to see
myself with the books, smart books!

DEE:

Small choices are so hard today. I just wanted apples.
(Candidate 2 waves at the camera. On another screen, the Researcher enters the digital room.)

CANDIDATE 2:

When can they hear me? I’ll do a test question for the machine. Dee, can I call you Dee?

(The Researcher activates Dee’s collar device, which tests Dee’s internal response to the
questions. A loud ding as a green light fills the Researcher’s screen. Each green light
accompanies a positive, almost ticklish, vibration against Dee’s neck.)
CANDIDATE 2:

(cont.) Green means yes?

(The Researcher nods and another ding and green light vibrates into Dee’s neck.)
CANDIDATE 2:

(cont.) Good. Got it. Green light!
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DEE:

Do you ever feel like nobody is listening?

CANDIDATE 2:

I still can’t see myself, and I can’t hear that Dee fella. Let’s fill my whole screen with
only my face. I can still see Dee—let’s get that fixed. I don’t need to see voters in order
for me to look good. (squints at the screen) That Dee looks like one of those losers they
hire to get hit by a car.

DEE:

I can hear you.

CANDIDATE 2:

Okay, we’re good. I saw the Green light. I hear everything. I have the best hearing!

DEE:

I could hear you the whole time. You called me a—

CANDIDATE 2:

No. No. If I say it, and I couldn’t hear you while I said it and I cut down the forest where
the tree fell, did I really say it? (pauses to begin again) Dee, I grew up poor just like you.

(A buzzing sound as red light fills the Researcher’s screen and a painful shock zaps Dee’s neck.)
CANDIDATE 2:

(cont.) But that was only the first month of my life, then I got a job, and we were
wealthy—big money. (another buzz and red light shocks Dee) But we were only wealthy
compared to the poor. We were middle class. (a ding and green light startles Dee)
Totally middle class—balloon mortgage and Burger King! Now I’m the King of
America. Hail to the Chief, baby! Is it hail or heil? Dee, I want to tell you about who I
am—(buzz, red light, and Dee’s shocked) Look, I can see myself! Full screen. I fixed it!
(smiles at the screen) Let’s talk issues that matter. I have all the issues.

DEE:

I keep getting little shocks or pokes in my—
(Ding, green light, and Dee’s startled.)

CANDIDATE 2:

Good. Green means good. Should we talk guns?

DEE:

Okay, I guess so. (buzz, red light, and Dee’s shocked) Or we could just talk about the
pandemic or—
(Ding, green light, and Dee’s startled.)

CANDIDATE 2:

Great, the pandemic—the pandemic which my opponent fully supports—(buzz, red
light, and Dee’s shocked) The pandemic that brought the return of racism. (buzz, red
light, and Dee’s shocked) My record shows that I am totally against racism...toward the
police. (buzz, red light, and Dee’s shocked) I’m big with all the races—
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(The Researcher smacks the machine and motions for Candidate 2 to stop talking.)
CANDIDATE 2:

(cont.) —all of them. It looks like you have one—which one are you?

DEE:

I “have one”? Do you hear yourself? What if I have more than one?

CANDIDATE 2:

Not possible—scientists lie. But I’m big with all your races.

(Buzz, red light, and Dee’s shocked)
DEE:

No, you’re big with all the racists.

CANDIDATE 2:

(angry) Not true. Hit the red button, computer man. (buzz, red light, and Dee’s shocked.)
The races love me. I’m big in Nascar. (ding, green light, and Dee’s shocked) Green
light! True. See that! Dee, I don’t have a racist bone outside my body, and if we took the
racists out of every “room where it happens,” there’d be too many empty rooms. Racists
are voters too.

(After a beat, ding and green light. The Researcher’s screen exits.)
DEE:

Something new could happen—these problems aren’t new. I don’t want—I don’t—

CANDIDATE 2:

You don’t know what you want. It’s my job to tell you what to want.

DEE:

Red light. Invisibility cloak.

CANDIDATE 2:

Wait, where’d the shiny Go Lights go? I don’t even need them. Dee, were you popular in
school? Red light! Well, I was. Green light! Did your dates want you to take them up to
Lookout Point so you could make their dreams come true—I mean my dates? Green
light! Dee, I had Siri read your FBI files to me—I know things.
America used to take any country up to Look Out Point and all of them would surrender
like a man at gunpoint or a damsel in a dress, who is also tied up. We’d make out with
Germany, Japan, even less popular countries would get their chance—we’d never ignore
little Bootypest, even if she had a weird lip thing. Are you with me, Dee? I said, “Bootypest.” Hahaha. Dee, my lower back tattoo says, “Booty-pest of New York,” which is
only a city—for now.

(The Election Official returns, still coughing, and rings the bell.)
ELECTION OFFICIAL:

Time’s up, I’m sorry.
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CANDIDATE 2:

The point is the world thinks America is easy. We’re not Sweden. We have to be the
world’s quarterback, the rapper, and every fairy princess. (to Election Official) You
should drink some bleach for that cough.

(The Election Official, coughing, rings the bell again and exits the room.)
DEE:

People voted for you. Real people. This is your mess.

CANDIDATE 2:

Dee, let us remember the wisdom of preschool: who should clean up the mess? The
person who made it. (pause) You’re welcome, America.

(Candidate 2 begins to make crowd noises and wave and point to a nonexistent crowd. The
Reporter returns and Candidate 2’s screen exits the broadcast.)
REPORTER:

What a historic moment! Dee, the election official asked us to clarify— (reading
from a note) Candidate 2’s name is not Robert or Roberta. Okay. It’s time for a poll.

(The Pollster, a young, eager college student with a headset and mic, enters the room.)
POLLSTER:

Hi, my name’s Alex—I’m from a college that makes us do political polls. This’ll just
take a few minutes. Would you be willing to answer like a few short questions?

(Dee trying to say “No,” has been muted.)
POLLSTER:

(cont.) I couldn’t hear you. I think you’re like muted?

REPORTER:

Thank you, Alex. We’ll get your audio fixed. Dee said, “Yes,” so please proceed.

POLLSTER:

Okay, cool. Cool. This’ll just take a second—and BTW, there’s a slight pinch.

DEE:

Pinch?

POLLSTER:

No worries. LOL. Don’t touch your collar for a moment. We’ll run a PAPS, our Polling
Automated Polling system. You should close your mouth or you might bite your tongue.

DEE:

What?

POLLSTER:

Seriously, like close your mouth. Now, to make sure this is reading properly, you may
experience a slight—

(A burst of electricity shocks Dee, snapping Dee’s mouthing closed.)
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DEE:

(shaking) Mmmhmmm.

REPORTER:

So brave.

(The shock ends.)
POLLSTER:

Yo, yo, you have a little spittle on your lip.

REPORTER:

Land of the free and home of #DeeBrave.

DEE:

I don’t think I want to do the survey.

POLLSTER:

No worries, we already have your results. “PAPS is painless.” (looks up at Dee in pain)
That’s just the slogan or whatever. Thanks for your time—totes. You’ll get a call asking
to rate your experience—if you give me five stars, I get a scholarship. Bye! Hi Mom!

(The Pollster’s screen exits.)
REPORTER:

This just in, 43% of Dee feels that Candidate 1 is best suited to lead the country, but
48% of Dee feels Candidate 2 is best suited to lead the country.

DEE:

That’s not true. No, no—red light!

REPORTER:

Now joining us from our Manhattan Studio, political guru Pat O’Malley.

(Trumpets announce the entrance of overly-polished Pat O’Malley.)
REPORTER:

(cont.) Welcome back, Pat. Great to have you. The real question: when will Pat
O’Malley run for office?

PAT O’MALLEY:

Kelly, I’m flattered, but the salary wouldn’t even cover my Botox, and you can’t hide
all the demons in this closet.

REPORTER:

Tell us, Pat, you’re an insider and you’ve trained and studied these Dee poll results—
what do you see?

PAT O’MALLEY:

Numbers! I want to say, and I will, these shiny numbers should be poured over by both
campaigns—careful attention to how close this election has become. But the number that
catches the O’Malley eye is one you didn’t mention: 9% of Dee is still undecided. That
represents a huge segment of the population.

DEE:

No, it doesn’t.
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PAT O’MALLEY:

Of course it does. Data is science. That’s chapter 1 of my book Politics as Rock, Paper,
Scissors.

REPORTER:

Pat, here’s my signed copy. This book is like Shakespeare but in English.

PAT O’MALLEY:

What a great book. Rock, paper, scissors—that’s politics. Science beats Religion.
Religion beats Money. Money beats Science. Every time.

DEE:

That’s not true. There’s more. The pandemic. Racism. Mental health. Racism. Health
Care. Poverty. Education. Racism.

REPORTER:

Dee, slow down. Pat lives in New York, so we can trust that Pat is right on this one.

DEE:

What? No. No, this is crazy. How does that make any sense?

PAT O’MALLEY:

Dee, do you know who wins Rock, Paper, Scissors? The person who plays with two
hands. (begins to motion combinations of rock, paper, scissors on both hands) Science,
Religion, and Money. Play any two and you win! But a 9% potential for change is
strong, very strong. I wouldn’t be surprised to see a leap in the next few seconds. I saw
Dee’s eye flutter there—that weird eye on your bad side. Perhaps we should poll again.

REPORTER:

Indeed! But, I’m afraid, we’re going to have to let you go, Pat. We have breaking news!

PAT O’MALLEY:

Wonderful. Goodbye from the O’Malley eye!

(Pat squints one eye at the screen and then exits the room.)
REPORTER:

All votes are in, and we’re told everything is tied. Wow, it’s up to you, Dee. The last
vote. The big choice. No pressure. How are you leaning after the poll? Laser focus, Dee.
What do you say?

DEE:

I’m scared. The world’s a mess. I wanted to get groceries and slice an apple or surprise
myself and buy grapes, or sit at a picnic table in some park and listen to my Beyoncé and
Taylor Swift playlist. I wanted to watch something new on Hulu and maybe go to some
big march after work if the weather is nice and if I can think of a clever sign to carry so I
can post it on Instagram. I’m not the person who should be choosing, but—but I will. I
can do this. I know what I want, what I—what we need. I’m sick of—

REPORTER:

Okay, lots of words! Remember, Dee, you are not here to be heard. But America hears
you, and you’ve agreed to choose and that’s what we need to makes this all real.
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(The Reporter flicks a switch and Dee’s body is suddenly heavy and unable to focus.)
(groggy) I’m sick of—I feel sick. What happened?

DEE:

(Dee struggles to focus.)
REPORTER:

It’s all safe. It’s all television—we’re the virus and the vaccine. And now, a final debate.

(Debate music begins as Candidate 1 and Candidate 2 enter on their separate screens.)
REPORTER:

(cont.) At this time, the two candidates will enter a face to face debate on the big issues.
Candidate 1, could you please describe your political position? But, for the sake of time,
could you please limit your responses to one word? Again, please describe your political
position?

CANDIDATE 1:

Okay, one word? Okay. Umm, Inclusive-like-ish.

REPORTER:

Okay. The same question to you, Candidate 2.

CANDIDATE 2:

If you rearrange inclusive-like-ish, you get Socialism! I’m going to head to the freedom
mountains and shoot cannons of American idealism. I will let fly the flag of—

REPORTER:

Stop! Only one word, please.

CANDIDATE 2:

That was all a compound word—all one word! I support all the flags. Why do I only get
one word? They had eight words. I heard it. I think I should be allowed eight more
words. Give me my words!

REPORTER:

Fine. First your eight words and then your one word.

CANDIDATE 2:

Fine.

CANDIDATE 1:

“Fine” is a word.

CANDIDATE 2:

(finger counting each word) I’m the man to lead this nation into—

CANDIDATE 1:

—Destruction.

REPORTER:

Remember, Candidate 1, your word isn’t finishing Candidate 2’s sentence. It’s
describing your political position.

CANDIDATE 1:

It could be both.
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(Dee still struggles to maintain focus.)
REPORTER:

Okay, let’s move on. Candidate 1, describe your platform—one word or less.

CANDIDATE 2:

Me first. My word is the best: autocrat. Auto-crat. I used it in Words with Friends—
Russians never know the big words.

CANDIDATE 1:

Can my word just be a sound?

CANDIDATE 2:

Autocrat is like when a car runs over a democrat.

(Dee slumps over and gets back up.)
CANDIDATE 1:

I pick “change.”

CANDIDATE 2:

Change? That’s dumb. If your word is change, my word is dollars. Who wants change
when you got dollars right here!

REPORTER:

There you have it—America’s best. Dee, it’s time to vote. Any closing statements?

CANDIDATE 2:

Dee, don’t go number one when you can go number two.

DEE:

I can’t feel my legs.

REPORTER:

And you, Candidate 1?

CANDIDATE 1:

I’ll be honest: I’m scared. The world’s a mess, but we can still slice an apple pie and eat
a picnic table with Beyoncé and James Taylor, or maybe just watch Lieutenant Sulu. I
don’t think I’m the person you should have to choose, but our political pageantry
marches down the boulevard and weaves around like a timeless vine, and there you are
once again staring, surprised it’s all come down to two old, shriveled white grapes, and
it’s up to you to choose: which one is sweet and which one is poison? (pause)
Sometimes it’s a hard choice, and sometimes there’s a Candidate bursting with poison.

CANDIDATE 2:

Can we leave money to pay the voter—is that okay? What if we just shut off their
camera when we pay them?—so nobody sees it. Or I could say one of those prayer
things—people love that—is that Heil Mary still popular?

CANDIDATE 1:

Bursts and bursts. It’s all Boulevard for me!

REPORTER:

There you have it; we are just moments away from this historic vote—
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(The Election Official, sweating, returns.)
REPORTER:

(cont.) —but first, a voting note from our local election official.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

For clarity or fairness, the ballot reverses the numbers which have referred to the
candidates. Former Candidate 1 will, hereto and forthwith on the ballot, be referred to as
Candidate 2. Conversely, for fairness to Candidate 2, we will change their identifiers to
Candidate 1. Although in no way should the voter understand this as a switch of political
positions. Candidate 1 will now hold every position that Candidate 2 held and vice versa.
Though they are free to switch back at any time. Furthermore, understanding that all
candidates should be given an equal opportunity to appear viable to all individual voters
regardless of their particular numeral interest in odds or evens or their general
competency as members of the animal kingdom, we will be switching the candidates to a
letter system to avoid discriminating against our non-English speaking voters—

DEE:

It's just me. I speak pretty good English.

CANDIDATE 1:

It isn’t all about you, Dee. There are lots of people who speak other languages.

CANDIDATE 2:

—and we need to know where they are!

REPORTER:

Moving on.

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

To avoid discrimination, we will put the new letter system identifying each
candidate in the ancient language of Sanskrit.

(Patriotic drumming begins as a ballot drops in front of Dee, who can barely stay awake.)
DEE:

My head feels fuzzy—

CANDIDATE 2:

A vote for me is a vote for the presidency of the world!

DEE:

I can’t feel my legs.

CANDIDATE 1:

I am the only candidate who has real friends.

DEE:

My face is numb.

REPORTER:

That’s just your bad side. Relax. Remember the viewer. In these next moments: history!
Dee, please take your ballot and step into the voting booth.
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(A velvet curtain drops over Dee.)
CANDIDATE 2:

King me! Dee, King me!

DEE:

(peeking through curtain) I need a pen.
(A pen lands in front of Dee, who takes it and slips back into the voting booth.)

REPORTER:

Even as we speak, Dee is voting. Indeed.

(A gong resounds and the curtains lifts off of Dee.)
REPORTER:

(cont.) How does it feel to have just changed the world?

(The Election Official enters again.)
ELECTION OFFICIAL:

The last vote is in!

DEE:

I’m not sure I finished—maybe I did. Did. Do. Good for me. I chose.

REPORTER:

We have the deciding vote. Let’s throw this one back to our New York studio for the big
board and the results.

(The Reporter exits.)
Thank you, Dee. (breaks into song) “Rossiya svyashchennaya— (screen exits but
the singing continues) nasha derzhava”

ELECTION OFFICIAL:

(Candidate 2 and the Election Official fully exit.)
DEE:

(awake again) I need a shower.

CANDIDATE 1:

I suppose that’s all done.

DEE:

You’re still here. Congratulations.

CANDIDATE 1:

Oh, I didn’t win, Dee. I’m going home. (puts on aviator glasses) It’s okay. Deep breaths.
Boulevard.

(Candidate 1 puts on a scarf. Dee’s collar releases and falls off. The Reporter returns, no longer
on air, and begins removing makeup.)
DEE:

But I voted for you. Or I wanted to vote for you.
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(Candidate 1 picks up a recorder and begins playing a clunky version of “America the
Beautiful.”)
REPORTER:

Oh, relax. It wasn’t really down to your one vote. That was just TV magic. You all did
great. You scared me for a moment, Dee—thought we might lose the plot, but it’s a
contract year, and I came through. Roger texted four smiley faces. Oh, and there’s a
heart and some sort of eggplant. Dee, we did good!

DEE:

So I didn’t choose anything?

REPORTER:

Oh, you chose American politics: “based on a true story.” (glances at another screen)
Oh here comes the end of the speech. I think Roger wrote this part.

(Candidate 2’s screen returns. Now behind a podium, Candidate 2 speaks to America.)
CANDIDATE 2:

I will lead America into a future where there is prosperity and success for all our
children, which is to say, all my children. I am America, for America, in and at America.

(Intense applause as Candidate 2 waves to a crowd. Candidate 1 puts down the recorder.)
DEE:

I’m glad it’s over.

CANDIDATE 1:

It’s never over, Dee. America’s the same old song, a looped tune of our own goodness, a
hypnotic ditty, a sound so sweet it serves up Wall Street—but it’s stuck in our heads, and
there’s no dial to change. No sad chord progression to tell a true story. But we will
always have—

DEE:

—No. No. Don’t say it. There is no boulevard. Nobody is listening—

CANDIDATE 2:

(to the nation) America, I am the way. I make the truth. I—I am right. The people have
spoken!

SECRET SERVICE:

(from offscreen) Gun. Someone’s got a gun! Get down!

(Screaming. Everyone scatters, leaping and lunging to safety. A gunshot! More hysteria.
Moments later, Candidate 1, frightened, slowly looks up, attempting to calm down.)
SECRET SERVICE:

(offscreen) Negative. Negative. Nothing here. All clear. All clear.

(The stunned Reporter leans back, unable to look at the camera. Candidate 1 exits. After a few
beats, Candidate 2 rises, now closer to the screen. The Reporter exits.)
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(Only two screens remain: on the first, Dee’s body is still and slumped over. On the second
screen, Candidate 2 leans into the camera, victorious.)
CANDIDATE 2:

This is an America for the people!

(The soar of patriotic music as Candidate 2 stares into the camera then exits the digital room.)
(Soon the last screen with Dee’s unmoving body exits, leaving a dark, empty room.)

THE END
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